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Core message

Financial markets are critical, complex and fragile

• The FSCA has been granted a strong mandate to fulfil the function of overseeing private-sector retirement funds

• It has not sufficiently utilized publicly-stated objectives backed by transparent, measurable outcomes to guide 

this process

• It is recommended that clear objectives based on over-arching goals of efficiency, sustainability, coverage, 

adequacy and security are adopted

• This should be supported by a consistent, high-quality research

Regulating to publicly-stated objectives is fundamental to success
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Rationale for regulating financial markets

Nature and significance of financial markets

• Highly complex

• Growing breadth and variety of participants

• Interlinkages also rising

• High level of fragility

Markets play a critical role in supporting the economies they serve
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Rationale for regulating financial markets

Role of regulation

• Externalities

• Information inequity

• Market-power imbalances

• Principal-agency conflict

Regulation exists to mitigate the impacts of market failures
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Rationale for regulating financial markets

Retirement funds depend deeply on financial markets

• Global assets exceed USD 40 000 billion

• Support an extensive community of financial intermediaries

• Investment has potential to impact national economies

• Play a role in the fulfilment of government policy

• Take a large share of government expenditure, mitigating other parts

• Membership often includes a large percentage of a country’s workers

They participate enormously in markets and in government policy
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Rationale for regulating financial markets

The benefit of regulatory objectives

• Objectives promote accountability

• Provide the benchmark for assessing progress

• Establish the rationale for regulatory intervention

Why should regulation be based on publicly-stated objectives
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Rationale for regulating financial markets2

Assessment of 
outcomes

Review of 
objectives

Author conceptualisation, based on a range of sources
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Supervisory objectives in other jurisdictions

Regulators elsewhere use a variety of approaches

• APRA releases 4 year corporate plan

• Identifies focal areas for near future

• Performance measures defined

• Annually APRA reports progress along the lines of these measures

Australia recognises key and second-tier regulatory objectives
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Supervisory objectives in other jurisdictions

Regulators elsewhere use a variety of approaches

Key objectives

• Financial security of entities under its remit

• Stability of the financial system as a whole

Australia recognises key and second-tier regulatory objectives
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Second-tier considerations

• Efficiency

• Competition

• Contestability

• Competitive neutrality



Supervisory objectives in other jurisdictions

Regulators elsewhere use a variety of approaches

Expanded into:

• 4 outcomes

• 8 outcome indicators

Supported by the annual publication of

• 6 corporate priorities

• 18 key performance indicators

Corporate plan extending four years into the future

The pension regulator in the UK works to six statutory objectives
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Supervisory objectives in other jurisdictions

Regulators elsewhere use a variety of approaches
The pension regulator in the UK works to six statutory objectives
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TPR (2019a). ‘Corporate Plan: 2019–2022’, The Pensions Regulator, United Kingdom, May, p 24



Supervisory objectives in other jurisdictions

Regulators elsewhere use a variety of approaches
This forms a coherent framework for progress and accountability
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Supervisory objectives in other jurisdictions

Regulators elsewhere use a variety of approaches

The long-term goals include:

• promoting the development of the sector

• advising the policymaker on national policy

• implementing all government policies pertinent to the retirement industry

Formal objectives are expressed in similarly far-reaching terms:

• explicit coverage and asset-based targets

• improved customer experience

• informal-sector coverage levels

• contribution of retirement funds to broader government goals (the ‘Big 4 agenda’)

The RBA in Kenya describes its mandate in broad terms
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Supervisory objectives in other jurisdictions

Regulators elsewhere use a variety of approaches

The Retirement Benefits Authority strategic plan includes descriptions of:

• key stakeholders

• the risks (and appetite for these)

• monitoring and evaluation framework

The RBA in Kenya describes its mandate in broad terms
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Supervisory objectives in other jurisdictions

Concluding comments

A number of retirement fund regulators have taken a thorough approach to:

i. interpreting the legal framework

ii. expressing these in terms of regulatory objectives

iii. translating these objectives into measurable outcomes

iv. reporting on the achievement of outcomes

v. reviewing the strategy and altering its priorities

No regulator is perfect
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South African retirement fund market

South African retirement funds are substantial

• Retirement fund assets close to GDP

• In excess of R4 200 billion (2018)

• Cited membership of 16.9m

The market is large by any standards
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South African retirement fund market

Quality of protection questionable

• Outflows substantially exceed inflows

• Coverage is very poor in sectors

• Members of DC funds largely unable to manage their risks

Observer (and policymaker) concerns are long-standing
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South African retirement fund market

Funds operate in an uncertain policy context

• Gross household saving of 1.3% of GDP poor

• Dependence on private-sector saving is unusual

• Absence of mandatory saving and preservation an acknowledged problem

• Leaves the role of retirement funds unclear

• Objectives of regulation are not obvious

Contribution to broader objectives unclear
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South African retirement fund market

The essence of the regulatory challenge

• Financial management of funds is difficult, particularly DB

• Risk management for DC members perhaps even more challenging

• Complexity arises from principle-agency conflicts and information inequity

• How do retirement funds contribute to regulatory objectives for old-age provision:

efficiency | sustainability | coverage | adequacy | security?

Retirement fund regulation is exceedingly complex
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Regulatory objectives

Statements of objectives across the SA landscape

• The rationale for the Twin Peaks structure clearly described in policy papers

• The FSRA takes its lead from policy and sets clear goals for the PA and FSCA

• The PA has translated legislated goals into five priorities with supporting objectives

• The SARB has a strong track record of stating objectives and reporting progress

• The FSCA is mandated to promote the objectives of the law

• It has stated its strategic priorities, but these are expressed at high level

A number of authorities have stated their goals clearly
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Regulatory objectives

Objectives for retirement funds

• Objectives for retirement funds are not explicitly stated by the FSCA

• The FSB retirement fund unit states its missions statement in broad terms:

"to promote a safe and stable environment for members of retirement funds so that 

obligations of all stakeholders are met when due through our commitment, 

professionalism and teamwork." (FSB, 2017 Annual Report, p32)

Retirement fund regulation is not supported by clearly stated outcomes
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The FSCA needs to use the considerable powers granted to establish its priorities
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Recommendations

Efficiency

• Demonstration of responsibility

• Fee limits are not recommended

• Publish comparative industry information

• Put a special focus on post-retirement charges

• Require demonstrated commitment to governance and risk management

Trustees have the obligation to maximize the use of fund resources
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Recommendations

Sustainability

• Adequacy of retirement contributions is a policy problem

• Operational and management weaknesses are not sustainable

• Insist on good 

• governance, 

• record-keeping, 

• financial management and 

• actuarial reviews

• Ensure that outcomes are targeted and measured

Focus on the effective management of risk
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Recommendations

Coverage

• No regulatory power to force members to join

• Measure the effectiveness of financial education in outcome

• Gather and publish accurate and helpful coverage information

• Play an active role in developing government policy

Measurement, publication and education would help
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Recommendations

Adequacy

• Members of DC retirement funds typically run risks that they do not understand

• Trustees must communicate understandably to members

• Effectiveness of communication must be demonstrated

• Assist with publicity and market information

Trustees must test the effectiveness of their communication
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Recommendations

Security

• Minimum standards of governance and risk management

• Minimum levels of disclosure to members

• Mandatory public disclosure

• Improved competition and contestability

• Steadily raised trustee qualifications

• Mandatory requirements for strategic plans by funds

• Focus on long-term investment performance

• Stakeholder views on regulatory effectiveness

• Consider an intrusive model for funds in conflicted positions

Measurable outcomes of improved security should be identified
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Research possibilities

International research

• Surveys of retirement saving and reasons for inadequate saving

• The impacts of financial education and literacy on retirement saving

• Issues of annuitization, particularly in Australia and the United Kingdom

• Questions around delays to the age of retirement

• Aspects of investment choice in retirement funds

• Modelling an approach to optimizing a personal retirement strategy

• The impacts of the 2008-09 financial crisis and persistently poor returns on retirement saving

• The effects of near-retirement debt on the decision to retire

• Default contribution rates in state-supported auto-enrolment state-wide (US) plans

• The role of assets in mitigating elderly poverty

• The psychology of the retirement decision

A number of themes have been explored recently
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Research possibilities

Recent South African research

• Expenditure and lifestyle needs in retirement

• Investment strategies and drawdown rates during retirement

• Developing a decision-making framework for fund trustees

• The benefits of delaying retirement in defined contribution arrangements

• The attributes of effective benefit statements in defined contribution funds

• Improving member decisions through the application of behaviour finance

• The confidence of workers in their preparation for retirement

• Culture-sensitive attitudes to retirement saving

Significant contributions have been made in a number of areas
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Research possibilities

Standing on the shoulders of others

• Asset-allocation decisions by members, before and after retirement

• The effectiveness of member communication

• The potential for goals-based approaches to improve member outcomes

• The quality and consequences of governance and risk management at retirement funds

• The impacts on outcomes for funds with constrained governance and ownership models

• The potential for alternative fee- and incentive models

• The costs and benefits of improved focus on operational risk in retirement funds

Research needs to take forward existing insights
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Assessment in summary

Financial markets are critical, complex and fragile

• The FSCA has been granted a strong mandate to fulfil the function of overseeing private-sector retirement funds 

• It has not sufficiently utilized publicly-stated objectives backed by transparent, measurable outcomes to guide 

this process

• It is recommended that clear objectives based on over-arching goals of efficiency, sustainability, coverage, 

adequacy and security are adopted

• This should be supported by a consistent, high-quality research

Regulating to publicly-stated objectives is fundamental to success
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